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Abstract. The aim of the framework (codenamed Prescott) presented
in this paper is to serve for a presentation of ontology-based information
to end users. The presentation is realized by application of restricting and
formatting criteria that are dened by the Fresnel vocabulary. Using the
Fresnel vocabulary it is possible to reduce total amount of data presented
to end user, and to present this data in a desired form. The main concept
of the Fresnel vocabulary comprises using lenses and formats to create
the nal presentation. The Prescott enables to select appropriate instances with desired properties in the correct order according to applied
lenses and it also allows applying formatting criteria to instances and
properties according to dened formats. Unlike original Fresnel vocabulary, the framework supports additional functionality like sorting and
creation of subsets of instances. The output of the framework is an XML
document, which can be further transformed into another presentation
format like XHTML, PDF, or SVG.

1 Introduction
Semantic Web browsers and other tools aimed at displaying RDF data to end
users are all concerned with the same problem: presenting content primarily
intended for machine consumption in a human-readable way. The problem is addressed by these types of applications using dierent representation paradigms.
Tools like IsaViz [6] and Welkin1 represent RDF models as node-link diagrams,
explicitly showing their graph structure. Other tools use nested box layouts
(Longwell2 ) or table-like layouts (Brownsauce [5]) for displaying properties of
RDF resources with varying levels of details. A third approach combines these
paradigms and extends them with specialized user interface widgets designed
for specic information items like calendar data or tree structures, providing advanced navigation tools and other interaction capabilities (Haystack [4]). Their
solutions dier but in the end they address the same two high-level issues, no
matter the underlying representation paradigm: specifying what information contained in RDF models should be presented (content selection) and how this information should be presented (content formatting and styling). However, each
1
2

SIMILE: Welkin, http://simile.mit.edu/welkin/
SIMILE: Longwell RDF Browser, http://simile.mit.edu/longwell/
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tool currently relies on its own ad hoc mechanisms and vocabulary for specifying RDF presentation knowledge, making it dicult to share and reuse such
knowledge across applications. Recognizing the general need for presenting RDF
content to users and wanting to promote the exchange of presentation knowledge,
our Cocoon-based presentation framework Prescott is extended by the Fresnel
ontology support that is a browser-independent extensible vocabulary of core
RDF display concepts.

2 Main Features
One of the main Prescott's features is a transformation of original RDF graph
to XML document, which can be additionally transformed to required output
format like XHTML, PDF, or SVG. The transformation is realized using userdened transformation rules that are specied within terms of the Fresnel vocabulary. The Fresnel vocabulary is a simple browser independent ontology that
can be used to dene the way how RDF graph should be displayed [1]. The
vocabulary is based on two main concepts:

 lenses, which dene sources and their properties that should be displayed,
 formats, which dene visual style of sources to display together with their
properties.

The tool implements the most of the functionality dened by the core vocabulary for lenses and formats and adds some new features. This functionality
includes:

 selection of particular instances and their properties in particular order,
 displaying so-called referenced instances, i.e. instances, whose properties display properties of other instances,

 assignment of cascading style classes and additional content to particular
instances, properties, property labels, and property values,

 aecting the way how property values are displayed.
Added functionality includes:

 sorting instances according to particular property values,
 instances pagination, i.e. selecting particular number of instances using exact
oset and limit values.

Inputs of the transformation process comprise denition of ontology used,
instances, and dened lenses and formats. The output is an XML document,
which can be further transformed to relevant output format.

3 RDF Manipulation
For manipulation and storing RDF data the Prescott uses the open source framework Sesame. By using this framework we can focus on transformation process
and do not need to concern with RDF data manipulation.
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The Prescott uses four main functional data repositories that are used for
storing and manipulation ontology denition, instances, the Fresnel lenses and
formats, and selected instances and properties, which are enriched with formatting criteria.

4 Transformation Process
The process of transformation of RDF graph to XML consists of three main
steps:
1. Selection of instances and properties according to dened lenses. The output
of this step is ordered tree of RDF nodes.
2. Assignment of formatting criteria to RDF nodes in ordered tree where the
assignment of formatting criteria is realized according to dened formats.
3. Output creation. Result is an XML document that is usually additionally
transformed into desired output format.

4.1 Instance Selection
First step of instance selection process is creation of internal representation of all
lenses and formats stored in the RDF repository. Use of internal representation
is necessary for achieving higher eectiveness during instance selection. After
lenses extraction, all lenses are selected step by step in the order that ensures
avoiding conicts between lenses. Conict between lenses is a situation, when
more than one lens is applicable to an instance. After lens selection step, all instances dened by lens domain are selected and already processed instances are
removed. Then, if necessary, instances are sorted and according to the number of
instances to display and dened oset, particular subset of instances is created.
All these instances are then inserted into the repository with selected instances,
and particular properties, which are dened in appropriate lens, are added to
each instance. If selected repository contains desired instance, the value of original property is set to reference to this instance. Otherwise the new instance in
selected repository is created. If property does not contain nested lens, concrete
value is inserted to this property. Creation of nested instances is constrained by
maximum recursion depth, which is dened directly in a lens.

Conicts between lenses. Conicts solving process dened in original specication uses approach where all instances from the source are checked step by step,
and to each instance the adequate lens is used. In the case when more than
one lens is applicable to instance, the most specic lens is used. The specicity
of lens is determined by their domain. It means that instance domain is more
specic than class domain, and instance domain dened with FSL selector is
more specic than instance domain dened with simple selector. In the case of
class domains the specicity is determined according to depth of classes in class
hierarchy, and in the case of FSL domains the specicity is determined according
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to specicity of FSL selector. Finally, if there is still more than one lens applicable to instance after all of these comparisons, the lens with default purpose is
used. In the transformation process we used opposite approach. It means that
instead of sequential passing of instances and nding relevant lens, we gradually
process lenses according to specicity of their domain. Next, we nd appropriate
instances to each lens, while already processed instances are bypassed. Also only
lenses that are not used as sublenses in other lenses and lenses that do not have
label purpose dened are used. The overall lens selection process involves these
steps:
1. Select lenses with default purpose, and that have an instance domain dened
with FSL selector.
2. Select other lenses that have an instance domain dened with FSL selector.
3. Select lenses with default purpose, and that have an instance domain dened
with simple selector.
4. Select other lenses that have an instance domain dened with simple selector.
5. Select lenses with default purpose and having a class domain. Lenses are
ordered by the value of class depth in class hierarchy, starting with the
deepest.
6. Select other lenses that have a class domain. Lenses are ordered by the value
of class depth in class hierarchy, starting with the deepest.

Repository with selected instances. During the design of the repository with
selected instances, it was necessary to create the structure of the repository,
which would ensure that every occurrence of the same instance and property can
be represented independently. The reason is that one instance or property can be
used more times and each occurrence can be formatted using other formatting
criteria. The solution is to represent every occurrence of instance or property as
RDF blank node. When using blank nodes, we are able to add some metadata
to each instance and property, which can be used for ordering these entities, and
also for adding some formatting criteria.
Sorting. Sorting instances according to simple property that does not contain
sublens is relatively easy. On the other hand, if instances should be sorted according to properties that contain sublenses, it is necessary to nd out values
of properties in referenced instances, and to use sorting parameter dened in
nested lens. The problem is that sorting property in referenced instance can
also reference other instance, etc. The solution is to iterate through all nested
instances and create the set of pairs containing original top level instance and
sorting value which originate from iteration process through all nested instances.
The pairs are then sorted using these sorting values, while numeric values are
sorted before string values.

4.2 Assignment of Formatting Criteria
Assignment of formatting criteria is similar process to instance selection. At
rst, all formatting criteria dened by formats, which were dened in lenses
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used for instance selection, are assigned to occurrences of instances and properties. Then, all formats are selected step by step in order, which ensures avoiding
conicts between formats. Resolving conicts between formats is similar to resolving conicts between lenses. Finally, all formatting criteria dened in the
format are assigned to particular occurrence of an instance or a property.

Conicts between formats. When resolving conicts between formats, the same
approach as the one used in resolving conicts between lenses is applied. It means
that formats are selected according to the specicity of their domain gradually,
and already processed occurrences of instances and properties are bypassed. The
overall formats selection process involves these steps:
1. Assign all formatting criteria dened by groups and formats that were exactly assigned in lenses during instance selection to all particular occurrences
of instances and properties.
2. Select formats that have an instance domain dened with FSL selector.
3. Select formats that have an instance domain dened with simple selector.
4. Select formats that have a class domain. Formats are ordered by the value
of class depth in class hierarchy, starting with the deepest.
5. Select formats that have a property domain. Formats are ordered by the
specicity of the property domain. It means that the rst ones are formats
with the property domain dened with FSL selector, and then with simple
selector.
When conicts can not be resolved, undetermined format will be used rst.

Formatting criteria assignment. All formatting criteria are assigned to blank
nodes representing occurrences of instances and properties. All style classes and
additional content for the whole resource are assigned to a blank node representing occurrence of instance. On the other hand, all styles, additional content,
and displaying style of the whole property, property label, and property values
are assigned to a blank node representing an occurrence of a property.

4.3 Output Generation
Due to the designed structure of the repository, generating of output XML document is relatively easy. The only necessary thing is to nd all instances on the
top level, and then iterate through all subgraphs of these instances and generate
particular XML elements. This is possible because all properties do not contain
only values, but also can reference other occurrences of nested instances.
Output XML format originates from XML output of native Fresnel implementation from the SIMILE project3 . The only dierence is in elements representing additional contents.
It is possible to transform XML document using XSLT stylesheet to other
XML document, e.g. XHTML document, which can be used for displaying instances and their properties in some ontology browser.
3

SIMILE Project, http://simile.mit.edu
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5 Experiments
Functionality of the tool was veried using test sets of data that were used to
generate output XHTML documents. As a test data there were used the FOAF4
and the JobOer ontologies. The latter has been developed within the scope of
the NAZOU project [3]. In the context of testing, two main groups of lenses
were also created. The rst group of lenses is used to show general overview of
all instances in ontology. These instances are showed only with few the most
relevant properties. This overview can be used to select one concrete instance.
The second group of lenses is used to view only one instance, but in higher detail,
showing almost all properties including properties in referenced instances.
To generate appropriate XHTML output, it was also necessary to create
XSLT stylesheet le, which was used for XML transformation, and also CSS
stylesheet documents, which was used to adjust nal appearance of instances
and their properties.
As there is also the original implementation of the Fresnel transformation
from the SIMILE project, it can be useful to compare the old and the new
implementation.
As a test data we used instances from the JobOer ontology stored in external
le that contained about 7300 statements and the le size was about 1MB. The
results of the test can be viewed in g. 1.

Fig. 1. Test results for the JobOer ontology
The new implementation is faster than the old one approximately by 33 %,
where the input reading is faster by 17 %; the instance selection is faster by 26 %,
and the XML generation is faster by 55 %.
4

The Friend of a Friend (FOAF) Project, http://www.foaf-project.org
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The next test (g. 2) was performed on a smaller set of instances from the
FOAF ontology, which contained only 60 statements.

Fig. 2. Test results for the FOAF ontology
The new implementation is again faster than the old one approximately by
55 %, where the input reading is faster by 47 %; the instance selection is faster
by 81 %, and the XML generation by 33 %.
As we can see from both tests, when using smaller set of data, speedup is
higher than in tests, where using larger set of instances. The dierence in speeds
is increasing in XML generation and decreasing in instance selection. It is hard to
say whether the main reason for speedup in XML generation reposes in library
used for XML generation or in the structure of selected repository and used
algorithms. If we look at instance selection process, we are still unable to say, if
this process is faster, until we will test both implementations on much larger set
of data.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have described the design of ontology-based information presentation tool, with emphasis on its RDF-to-XML transformation part based on the
Fresnel vocabulary. The Prescott is a universal tool for creating web applications
with the aim of displaying information resources specied by metadata, which
is based on architectural style lters and pipes. The main advantage of this
solution is ability to display any domain ontology (RDFS or OWL based one)
along with displaying classical XML data. Another plus for the proposed tool
is reuse of already created transformation lters and its high exibility because
of built-in transformation lter chaining mechanism. One of possible usages of
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the proposed framework is a universal faceted browser, which allows selecting
data from a domain ontology using a set of restrictions. An example of a faceted
browser is project SWED5 or already mentioned project Longwell. The second
one is also the implementation based on the Fresnel ontology. Among other
implementations that are built on this ontology there also belongs the system
Arago [2].
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